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Most Buy Here-Pay Here dealers use an 
outside capital provider to help grow 

company or a third-party capital provider 
specializing in our industry.

With the high costs of vehicles, dealers with 

their lots and growing their business than 
those self-funding.

There are dozens of options in the 
marketplace with a mix of programs that 
should be matched to your needs.

names and terms, but the basis of the 
programs in the marketplace are often similar. 

terms and the structure of the payback.
Knowing the program’s pros and cons really 

point for one dealer can be a negative point for 
another.
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IS YOUR FINANCE COMPANY COLLECTING

YYOURR CUSTOMERSS
ALONG WITH THE PAYMENTS?

WEE PURCHASEE BUY-HEREE PAY-HEREE ACCOUNTS

Paying up to 90¢ on the Dollar
Keep Referrals and Repeats
Quick and Easy Application
No Reserves or Aging
Flexible Contracts
No Application Fees

Keep Your Customers
Dealer Continues to Collect
Great Pricing
Fast Same Day Funding
Exceptional Service
Tailored Capital Solutions

AAskk whyy thousandss off dealers
nationwidee trustt SDA!

800-467-5172www.SDAinc.net
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Much has been written about the importance 
of keeping your relationships with your customers, 
and our 30-plus years in the industry suggest 
keeping your customers and collections is critical 
to success.

�������	Titles and the associated paperwork 
are a necessary evil in our industry. Every state 

including electronic, paper or non-title states.
Capital providers usually require titles to serve 

as collateral in their funding programs. As such, it’s 
critical to understand providers’ requirements for 

extra fees for having accounts re-titled.

themselves in need of getting a title or account 

Find out your capital provider’s policy in advance 
so there are no surprises when you need a title.


�����	������ The most asked-about 
attribute of a capital program is the advance 

from each account.
Yes, that’s important to know. But it must be 

combined with the other items discussed here to 
adequately weigh the pros and cons of each capital 
provider’s programs.

��������	��	������	�������	You must be 

Many dealers have patterned their buying and 

trained and understands that capital funding 
process. A relationship gets established, allowing 
you to sleep better at night knowing you have 
access to capital.

The stability of that provider is critical, as 

impact the health of your entire dealership.
Our industry has seen several major capital 

providers and banks come and go, so this factor is real.
Find a capital provider that understands your 

business and is in it for the long haul. Having 

should have a plan A and a plan B.
The good news is there are plenty of options in 

the marketplace.
Though capital providers do take away a little 

quickly to dramatically increase your overall

With everything going on in the economy, now 

business.  

Gary R. Page is the founder and CEO of SDA Inc., a 
provider of capital to Buy Here-Pay Here dealers since 
1990. Gary can be reached at info@sdainc.net.

Len Tabuchi is a regional sales executive on the SDA Inc., 
team. For more information, call (800) 467-5172 or visit 
www.sdainc.net

For example, take program term. Some 
dealers want short program terms and others 
want a longer payback period.
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objectives of raising outside capital?
Typical goals include things like funding 

inventory.
Based on those goals and objectives, and 

certain program attributes might be more 
viable than others.

So let’s look at a few of the attributes that 
should be considered when determining the 

most programs in the market today, other than 
bulk purchases and lines of credit.

�����	Deciding between a longer term 
and a shorter term is often what dictates the 
type of capital program available to you.

Dealers looking to bridge a short-term 

to as an “income stream” program. Those 

often renewed at the end of the initial term.
The program calculates the value of 

customer payments during the term and 
advances a percentage of that up front.

attractive to many dealers as they get a decent 
advance amount without the burden of a long-
term payment.

Longer terms are also popular as they 
typically couple the advantage of a higher 

although for a longer period. Given they are 
typically 24 to 48 months in term, the total 
amount advanced can be higher than that of 
income stream programs.

Programs with longer terms typically 
provide dealers with cash from each customer 
payment, as capital providers tend to share in 
the back-end payment stream to pay back the 
advancement.

Those programs are often referred to 
as “payment sharing” programs, given the 
structure of sharing in customer payments.

in the marketplace is determining the 
amount of the upfront advancement vs. the 
percentage the dealer gets from sharing the 
customers’ payments.

These programs are ideal for stable 
customer bases in which vehicle churn is 
minimal.

#�$����	����� Another attribute of 
capital programs is the consideration of 
vehicle cost.

With the rising cost of inventory, new 
programs have been introduced that consider 
the vehicle’s auction cost in determining the 
amount advanced. The objective of these 
cost-based programs is to allow dealers to 
break even quickly so the funding can be 
used to replenish inventory.

if the inventory is newer and more expensive, 
as it will provide a higher advancement.

Based on their higher advances, these 
programs typically are longer term, allowing 

customer payment and spread the payments 
over a longer period.

!�����������	One attribute that requires 
serious consideration is the structure of 
customer collections once accounts become 
part of the collateral in a capital funding 
program.

There are two models in the BHPH industry 

service and collect payments directly from 
customers and one that transfers collections 
to a third party.
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